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The prediction and experimental demonstration of a very large magnetoresistance in Fe/MgO/Fe tunnel
junctions have led to intense study of related systems in the last decade. In the present paper, we concentrate on
the role of interface coordination, Fe thickness, and magnetization in the MgO/Fe/MgO mirror. By first-principles
analysis, it is shown that the iron magnetic moment can rise up to 4 μB, accounting for observed deviation of
the Fe atoms in the vicinity of MgO interfaces. The origin is attributed to site preference predicted by our
calculations, namely, that, unlike the case of Fe atoms in the monolayer range sitting just above the oxygen atoms
of the MgO(001) substrate, the charge transfer induced by the O p-d Fe interaction leads to a structural distortion
that stabilizes the Mg at the very first deposition stages of the capping layer, facing Fe sites.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.85.064417 PACS number(s): 75.70.−i, 75.40.Mg, 75.50.Bb
I. INTRODUCTION
The ability to control both the atomic structure and
composition of hetero-interfaces is emerging as one of the
major challenges for the development of novel electronic
devices with a range of functional properties. In this regard,
previous studies reported1,2 that the preferential tunneling of
1 symmetry states in Fe/MgO/Fe(001) junctions would
lead to magnetoresistance values in excess of 1000%. Such
a huge value has not yet been obtained, but the tunneling
magnetoresistance has gradually been increasing since then.3–5
Progress made in the last decade is the result of the study
not only of the transport properties but a continuous effort
in characterizing the MgO crystalline barrier, the chemical
composition of the interface, and its electronic structure, which
provide information on the spin polarization of the system.6–10
Yet, the nature of Fe at the MgO interface, with differences
between the Fe/MgO and MgO/Fe cases in real systems,11 is
still under debate. For instance, one of the major consequences
of the deposition of MgO on a metal surface is a shift in the
metal work function.12–14 This metal-supported MgO barrier
(such is the case for Fe/MgO) shows modified wetting prop-
erties, which can influence the structure and magnetization of
the posterior Fe atoms deposited on top (thus modifying the
Fe/MgO/Fe nominal symmetry).15,16 Accordingly, as theoret-
ically predicted,17 the surface magnetism would be enhanced
by about 30% compared with the bulk magnetic moment (mm)
of 2.2 μB. From an experimental point of view, Koyano et al.18
confirmed the enhanced mm of the lattice-distorted Fe in
polycrystalline Fe/MgO multilayered films. More recently,
Sicot et al.19 studied the electronic and magnetic properties
of Fe epitaxial monolayers (ML) in contact with a single-
crystalline MgO(001) tunneling barrier using x-ray absorption
spectroscopy and x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD)
measurements. They tried to definitely demonstrate the en-
hancement of the Fe mm in contact with MgO by performing
measurements on samples with the following architecture
(from the substrate side): V(001) buffer/10 ML Co-bcc/1 ML
Fe/MgO. Similar experiments were performed by Mamiya
et al.20 Values reach 3.0 ± 0.3 μB per Fe atom at room tem-
perature (RT). So far, however, it has been difficult to separate
the different contributions of Co and MgO in the enhancement
of the mm. These observations also provided evidence that the
1 ML Fe supported onto a metal (Co) is not oxidized at all,
despite the Fe layer directly facing the MgO barrier. However,
this argument may not apply for the case of Fe deposited
onto MgO, given the importance to consider the actual
charge transfer between Fe atoms and their surroundings,14 as
discussed above. Indeed, electronic mixing17,21 and evidences
for a FeO interface have been demonstrated but credited to be
due to thermodynamic constraints.22,23
Little attention has been given to the properties of the
MgO/Fe/MgO system. In this paper, the effect of interfacial
coordination on the structural and magnetic properties of Fe
sandwiches is investigated via first-principles calculations. In
agreement with experiments, a magnetic moment much higher
than the bulk is demonstrated, which we expect to play an
important role in the study of double tunnel junctions and
samples exhibiting quantum confinement effects.24,25
II. EXPERIMENT AND MODEL
We first measured the mm of ultrathin Fe films sand-
wiched between MgO layers in fully epitaxial (001) ori-
ented structures consisting of a MgO(001) substrate/MgO
(10 nm buffer)/Fe/MgO (10 nm capping). Details have been
previously described.26 Briefly, experiments were conducted
on sputtered films deposited at RT in order to avoid three-
dimensional island growth and minimize interdiffusion. The
thickness of the Fe layer was accurately determined by mea-
suring the x-ray reflectivity. This technique has been proven
to be especially sensitive in the case of symmetric structures,
where the deposition of alternating layers of high (Fe) and low
refractive index (MgO) creates interference fringes and drastic
changes in the reflectivity, thus allowing for single-atomic-
layer resolution. Magnetization was measured using available
commercial superconducting quantum interference devices
(SQUID) at RT and with a maximum magnetic field of 55 kOe
applied parallel to the film plane. In all cases, the linear diamag-
netic background from the MgO substrate and capping layers
has been properly subtracted.27 In Fig. 1, we present the plot
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Magnetic moment averaged per Fe atom
from SQUID measurements (black circles), together with theo-
retical calculations of MgO/Fe/MgO structures with symmetric
Fe-O bonding (green diamonds), and asymmetric coordination (blue
triangles), as a function of the Fe thickness. The experimental data
are fitted to a phenomenological exponential decaying function (as
mm = mmbulk + mmsurface e[1−thickness]/k , with the characteristic decay
length k = 6 ML), which converge at large coverage to bulk
Fe values.
of the experimental mm at saturation, averaged per Fe atom, as
a function of the Fe layer width, together with simulations of
two different MgO(substrate)/Fe/MgO(capping) geometrical
arrangements (see following). We find that mm is larger than
the bulk value for the thinner films and monotonically decays
with film thickness. Thus, it seems clear that a genuine surface
mm enhancement is seen. It reaches about 4 μB, thus either
indicating the valence state of iron to be closer to Fe2+, as
for the case of diluted iron impurities in MgO,28 or the Fe
atom to be bounded to Mg ions.29 We should note that XMCD
experiments in our samples30 showed neither mm induced
on the MgO due to the proximity of the ferromagnet, nor a
multiplet structure indicative of iron oxidation. We surmise
the answer to this dilemma depends on a complex interplay
between the structural changes and the charge-transfer process
at the interface.
We next used the semilocal density functional theory to
investigate the magnetic properties of Fe layers facing MgO.
Calculations were performed at the generalized-gradient ap-
proximation level, using the exchange-correlation functional
developed by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof.31 We employed
the SIESTA code with its localized atomic orbital basis sets.32
Global structure optimization included a 6 × 6 × 6 k-point
mesh and an energy cutoff value of 300 Ry. The atoms within
the supercell are relaxed by using a conjugate gradient mini-
mization until the atomic forces are less than 0.1 eV/A˚. The
settings of the calculation are described elsewhere.33 Special
attention was given to the thickness of the slab representing the
MgO substrate and Fe layers, which have been shown to pro-
foundly affect the calculated magnetic properties.34 We have
TABLE I. Magnetic moment (mm) projected to the interfacial Fe
and O ions in various slab structures. The stability of each system is
expressed with respect to the total energy of the isolated constituents.
Layers
(ML) mm (μB) Distance (A˚) Stability
MgO Fe Fe O Fe-O (eV)
Superlattice 4 0.5 3.41 0.14 1.96 4.70
1 3.23 0.09 2.05 3.26
5 0.5 3.10 0.03 2.14 2.83
1 3.31 0.05 2.30 1.41
2 2.76 0.04 2.09 1.37
3 2.71 0.04 2.07 −1.38
5 2.68 0.07 2.02 −1.65
6 0.5 3.51 0.15 1.95 3.48
1 3.33 0.07 2.13 3.28
7 0.5 2.98 0.01 2.11 2.50
1 3.30 0.05 2.31 1.32
Thin film 4 0.5 3.94 0.11 2.06 4.15
1 3.46 0.06 2.15 3.45
5 0.5 4.01 0.10 2.06 3.88
1 3.42 0.06 2.14 3.47
2 2.75 0.04 2.06 2.36
3 2.88 0.06 2.05 3.00
5 2.84 0.05 2.05 3.19
6 0.5 4.01 0.10 2.06 3.89
1 3.40 0.06 2.13 3.42
considered Fe coverages down to 0.5 ML, since in real samples,
the interface cannot be perfectly flat (the MgO substrate steps
being intrinsically higher than an Fe ML).26 Two different slab
structures were designed: a periodic thin film configuration
separated by 15 A˚ of vacuum, and superlattice arrangements.
By changing the barrier width, we aimed to quantify the
relative importance of the coordination determining the mm:
superlattice structures with an even number of MgO mono-
layers consist of stacked layers alternating between those that
contain only Fe atoms placed atop O atoms (Fe-O), consistent
with the experimental data,35,36 and those in which the Fe is
forced to bind to Mg (Fe-Mg). In contrast, for an odd number
of MgO layers, the O interfacial ions always face the Fe atoms
while Mg falls in hollow positions. Results showed substantial
energy differences between different types of structures. For
the superlattice, the different coordination affects each of the
properties in Table I. Namely, stability is larger for an odd num-
ber of MgO layers, which implies that the Fe is preferentially
located on the oxygen on-top site. However, in the thin film
structure, there is no qualitative difference among the MgO
coverage ranges. This is a result of the interface always being
Fe-O coordinated and the interaction between the periodically
repeated slabs being decoupled by the introduction of vacuum.
Notably, we found good agreement of our mm values with
earlier calculations for supported Fe layers or clusters onto
MgO.16,17,37,38 For thicker Fe films, compensation of interface
charge by the shallow Fe layers gradually decreases the
enhancement of the surface magnetization towards the bulk
Fe value.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Schematics, from bottom
to top, of the calculated crystalline structure for the
MgO(substrate)/Fe/MgO(capping) case with 3 ML Fe facing
oxygen ions at both interfaces (a), Fe binds to the O ions onto the
substrate but to Mg in the capping layer (b), and Fe facing Mg at
both sides (c). Small (red), big (blue), and medium (green) circles
correspond to O, Mg, and Fe, respectively.
The interatomic distances along the out-of-plane (001)
direction are also summarized in Table I. The interfacial
Fe-O distances are found to be shorter than the distance in
bulk FeO (2.154 A˚).39 Small mm oscillations in varying Fe
and MgO thickness are also clearly illustrated. Curiously,
spin-dependent electron reflectivity and the work function
of the MgO thin films grown on Fe(001) have also been
demonstrated to oscillate with MgO thickness.40 We have,
therefore, investigated the effect of interfacial chemical struc-
ture using MgO/Fe/MgO sandwiches. Three structures were
considered: Fe facing oxygen ions at both the MgO/Fe and
Fe/MgO interfaces (called hereafter “symmetric Fe-O”), Fe
binds to the O ions onto the substrate but to Mg in the capping
layer (“asymmetric Fe-Mg”), and Fe facing Mg at both sides
(referred to as “symmetric Fe-Mg”). The (001) in-plane MgO
substrate lattice was fixed at the bulk value (optimized lattice
parameter 4.27 A˚), and the Fe and capping layers were matched
epitaxially, as shown in Fig. 2.
For some of the configurations in Fig. 2, we show in Fig. 1
the mm as a function of the Fe layer width. The mm is large for
the thin film structures and decays monotonically, showing a
maximum for the smallest coverage, except for the symmetric
Fe-O case. This situation arises because the interfacial
properties are mostly driven by the Fe-O charge transfer, Fe
being the electron donor and O being the acceptor, which is
not full due to the reduced Fe coverage. The (non-)decaying
trend corresponds to the Fe coverage that decreases (increases)
the Fe averaged amount of electrons transferred to the O.
Therefore, the maximum in Fig. 1 can be regarded as a
compromise between an increase of mm due to ionicity and
a decrease by the bulk-like character of thicker Fe coverages.
III. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We considered structural relaxations to account for the
electronic response to the epitaxial in-plane strain. However,
we could not find remarkable differences in magnetic moments
among the relaxed and unrelaxed structures, suggesting the
surface relaxation, and thus change in interlayer distance,
only slightly contributes to the enhancement of magnetic
moment, as already reported in Ref. 41. Figure 2 gives evidence
for the oscillating relaxation and rumpling obtained for
Fe/MgO(capping) in this procedure.42 Such rumpling mostly
takes place in the Fe-O coordination, rather than in the Fe-Mg,
and it is related to the interfacial charge transfer. This can be
seen in Table II since the amount of O charge is clearly larger
at the interfaces with Fe-O coordination. In fact, the structural
distorsion in the oxide film creates a dipole moment which
partially compensates that due to the interfacial charge transfer.
Note that there is almost no difference in the mm values for
TABLE II. Mulliken charges projected to the atoms of the MgO(substrate)|Fe and Fe|MgO(capping) interfaces for different Fe coverages,
with the MgO thickness fixed to 3 ML. We also include the average magnetic moment per iron (mm), and stability of the MgO/Fe/MgO
heterostructure regarding the constituent crystals.
Fe MgO|Fe Fe|MgO mm Stability
ML O Fe Fe O (μB) (eV)
Symmetric Fe-O 0.5 6.79/6.69 7.36 7.36 6.71/6.79 2.61 6.68
1 6.77 7.29 7.29 6.77 3.13 6.88
3 6.81 7.66 7.66 6.82 2.71 10.15
5 6.82 7.66 7.67 6.82 2.65 15.94
Asymmetric Fe-Mg 0.5 6.67/6.68 7.34 7.34 6.70/6.80 3.96 7.41
1 6.80 7.46 7.46 6.66 3.32 9.06
3 6.82 7.70 7.85 6.67 2.84 12.72
5 6.82 7.63 7.79 6.67 2.72 18.99
8 6.82 7.64 7.90 6.69 2.74 30.77
10 6.82 7.64 7.88 6.68 2.74 37.94
Symmetric Fe-Mg 0.5 6.69 7.46 7.46 6.69 3.99 8.51
1 6.67 7.66 7.66 6.67 3.40 10.60
3 6.82 7.71 7.84 6.67 2.85 12.73
5 6.67 7.80 7.79 6.67 2.78 22.22
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thicker Fe coverages (5, 8, and 10 ML). This saturation value,
different from the experimental Fe bulk value of 2.26 μB, is
due to the interfacial constraints imposed onto the in-plane
lattice parameter matching that of the MgO substrate. This
leads to an Fe cell dimension of 3.02 A˚, instead of the 2.87 A˚
lattice constant of a body-centered cubic iron. We assessed
accuracy of the computational method by conducting a series
of calculations on Fe bulk. The optimum lattice constant of Fe
bulk was calculated to be 2.87 A˚, with a magnetic moment of
2.34 μB. Accordingly, calculations in unsupported Fe crystals
with a cell dimension of 3.02 A˚ indicated that mm increases
up to 2.71 μB. Thus, these results give us some confidence in
the validity of our model for the case of Fe ultrathin distorted
films grown epitaxially onto substrates.
Regarding epitaxial stability, a summary of the total energy
for each of the interface coordinations is shown in Table II.
One can clearly see that the “symmetric Fe-O” coordination is
more stable than any of the Fe-Mg ones. However, the stability
difference between the “symmetric Fe-O” and “asymmetric
Fe-Mg” increases by increasing the Fe coverage, being only
about 0.7 eV for the 0.5 Fe ML case. Besides, we have
calculated the total energy for intermediate 1 and 2 ML MgO
cappings, which have stability values of 7.72 and 6.88 eV
for the “symmetric Fe-O,” while values are 6.77 and 7.55
eV for the “asymmetric Fe-Mg.” Importantly, this indicates
that the most stable location for the magnesium atoms is on
top of Fe for the first MgO layer. The reasons underlying
the Fe-Mg stability, however, still remain open. Whereas the
parameter of interest is often the optimal interface separation
for which the total energy is minimal, one needs to remember
that at a realistic interface, significant numbers of atoms are
located off their preferential adsorption site and/or at distances
different from those estimated in model calculations, as already
pointed out for the Mo(001)/MgO case.43 In-situ scanning
tunneling microscopy would be highly valuable to confirm this
point. For instance, studies on two-dimensional Fe islands onto
MgO(001) demonstrated that hardly any atom is occupying the
energetically most favorable fourfold hollow sites of the bcc
lattice,44 where the majority of atoms are displaced to less
favorable sites, which might facilitate Fe above Mg ions. In
addition, ab initio studies also confirmed that the adsorption
energy of Fe at oxygen-defect sites, with four nearest Mg
neighbors, is slightly lower than that of Fe on top of the
surface O atom of stoichiometric MgO(001).45 It is also worth
mentioning that the metallic Mg insertion layer between the
MgO barrier and a bottom magnetic layer is known to be
efficient for increasing the magnetoresistance ratio and for
reducing the device resistance area product.46 We note that
changes in the MgO barrier as a function of high-temperature
annealing (an indispensable step to obtain giant tunneling
magnetoresistance above 100% in MgO-based junctions) have
been extensively studied. Annealing is found to decrease the
resistance of the junction, although the effective barrier layer
width expands.47 This paradox is usually explained as being
due to a reduction of the density of oxygen vacancies, though
the resulting similarities with the Mg insertion layer case
might point to their common origin. Please note that Mg can
diffuse easily at the temperatures involved here, producing
a Mg enrichment at the MgO surface.48 We surmise that
by applying the correct deposition kinetics, or postgrowth
annealing, the thermodynamics can favor certain percentage of
Fe-Mg coordinated interface, as it is considered here in order
to properly explain the exponential decrease of the averaged
Fe mm while increasing the Fe coverage, as depicted in
Fig. 1. We stress that the phenomenon described here probably
has an influence only on the first stages of the nucleation
process.
The drop of the magnetic moment for the symmetric Fe-O
case is also worth noting here (Fig. 1). The same sensitive
dependence of the mm of the interfacial layer is reported for
Fe/V/MgO and Fe/Co heterostructures.49,50 In the following,
we provide a qualitative understanding of this finding. On
the one hand, our calculations suggest hybridization of Fe
3d with O 2p states, where the electronic structure of both
Fe and O resemble the state of FeO, which explains the
formation of polarized oxygen-derived states usually found at
the Fe-MgO interface.21,40,51 In this regard, Fe was previously
calculated to induce a mm of 0.2 μB on the oxygen sites at the
interface,52,53 while experimental results from Bowen et al.30
suggested induced moments no greater than 0.05 μB. This
trend is reproduced by our ab initio calculations, as can also
be seen in Table I.
FIG. 3. (Color online) Projected DOS over the atoms at the interface (Fe, Mg int, and O int) and at inner layers (Mg bulk, O bulk) for
different structures consisting of 0.5 ML Fe and 3 ML MgO, where upwards (downwards) curves correspond to majority (minority) spins. The
Fermi level (Ef ), depicted with dashed vertical lines, is set to zero for all plots. Solid, dotted, and dashed lines correspond to Fe, O, and Mg
atoms, respectively. (a) Corresponds to the MgO/Fe structure with Fe-O coordination, (b) to the conventional MgO/Fe/MgO structure with
Fe atoms facing O ions, while in (c) the capping layer sits its Mg ions upon the iron.
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TABLE III. Magnetic moment (mm) for the interfacial atoms in MgO(3 ML)/Fe/FeO(1 ML)/MgO(3 ML), stabilities for each structure,
and averaged mm. 5∗∗ corresponds to the case allowing for full relaxation of the atoms.
Fe MgO|Fe Fe|FeO FeO|MgO mm Stability
ML O Fe Fe Fe(FeO) O(FeO) O(MgO) (μB) (eV)
Symmetric Fe-O 0.5 0 2.69 2.69 3.59/3.56 0.11/0.21 0.02/0.03 2.69 5.89
1 0 2.74/2.88 2.74/2.88 3.46/3.43 0.13/0.17 0.02/0.03 2.81 6.19
3 0.03 3.08 2.98/2.99 3.47/3.44 0.19/0.19 0.03/0.04 2.96 11.77
5 0.03 3.07 2.91 3.43/3.46 0.19 0.05/0.04 2.86 19.38
5∗∗ 0.03 2.86 2.69 3.40 0.20 0.05/0.04 2.69 16.21
Asymmetric Fe-O/Fe-Mg 0.5 0.05 2.69 2.69 3.54/3.52 0.18/0.27 0.00 2.69 6.79
1 0.02 2.61/2.59 2.61/2.59 3.38/3.43 0.18 0.01 2.60 7.12
3 0.04 2.812 2.71 3.42/3.43 0.21 0.01 2.75 12.42
5 0.03 3.06 2.91 3.43/3.45 0.19 0.04 2.86 19.39
We depict in Fig. 3 the projected density of states (PDOS)
for the MgO/Fe thin film and MgO/Fe/MgO structures show-
ing Fe-O and Fe-Mg interfacial coordination. The PDOS for
the “bulk-like” atoms (Mg bulk, and O bulk) is only included
for the MgO/Fe/MgO structure with Fe-O coordination, since
we found it is similar among the three calculations, meaning
the models employed provide a common bulk electronic
structure as reference. Regarding the Fe contribution, we
can see that Figs. 3(a) and 3(c) share qualitatively similar
features, as a result of the charge smoothly extending into
the vacuum region for the thin film case.17 On the other
hand, the situation is very different in Fig. 3(b), where the
Fermi level is located at the minority peak, and therefore the
spin polarization (and mm) is much lesser than in the former
cases. We recognize a striking similarity in our results with
those published by Shimabukuro et al.54 In this regard, the
interfacial perpendicular anisotropy in 3d transition metals
adjacent to a MgO barrier has attracted considerable attention
for its relevance to voltage-driven spintronics applications with
low power consumption.55 Although not properly understood
at this time, the close correlation between this perpendicular
anisotropy and the drop in magnetization for overoxidized
structures probably indicates that both have the very same
origin, i.e., p–d hybridization near Fermi level. Obviously,
further work is required before firm conclusions can be drawn.
The previous results hold for perfectly epitaxial interfaces.
However, the structure of interfaces in real samples appears
to be significantly different from the ideal model used in our
calculations. On the one hand, when growing MgO by evapo-
ration or sputtering deposition, a gas containing a majority of
atomic species is generated.22 Since Mg is very volatile and
O rapidly sticks to the metal surface,56 FeO is likely to result
when depositing MgO onto Fe. In this regard, spin-polarized
experiments57 have previously highlighted the important role
of stoichiometry in MgO/Fe(001). Therefore, in order to
complete the study and the comparison between experiments
and theory, let us focus on the MgO(001)/Fe/FeO/MgO
structure where a 1 FeO ML is intercalated between the Fe slab
and the MgO capping layer. The results are shown in Table III.
It is noteworthy that, unlike in the MgO/Fe/MgO structure,
when inserting an FeO layer, the most stable coordination is
Fe facing O at both interfaces, which also provides the larger
mm. It is also observed that the mm induced in the oxygen
ions is negligible, except for those of the FeO layer, which
often show two values due to the corrugation that arises from
the interfacial charge displacements. It is interesting to see
that the Fe mm increases by increasing the Fe thickness for
both the MgO(substrate)/Fe and Fe/FeO interfaces, reaching
a value close to 3 μB. Here, the role of the FeO layer is to
support a rather constant and high value of mm through the
entire Fe slab at least up to 5 ML. These findings indicate
that the MgO/Fe/FeO/MgO structure is a good candidate
for the realization of double tunnel junctions,58,59 since the
most stable interface configuration holds a relatively high
mm value due to the incorporation of FeO. To assess the
validity of our results, we have also considered the relaxed
structure of the supercell, meaning that the substrate lattice
parameter is not fixed to the MgO constant. We observed
that relaxation reduces the mm compared to the “constrained”
5 ML. This stems from the charge transfer at the interface,
showing a charge reduction on Fe (electron donor) and a slight
enhancement on the O (acceptor). This result is similar to
that for the MgO/Fe/MgO structure with Fe-O coordination,
where relaxation at the interface results in smaller mm.
In summary, we have performed a systematic study aiming
at the understanding of the mm values of MgO/Fe/MgO
structures. Results show that at the very first deposition stages
for the capping layer, the most stable coordination is Fe facing
Mg, instead of the Fe-O, being the two classes of interfaces
substantially different from each other. Mainly, the Fe-Mg
coordination helps diminish the detrimental effect of the Fe-O
bonding, where a small amount of covalency originates from
the 3d (Fe) 2p (O) hybridization (Fig. 3). Concomitant to this,
the surface magnetization in Fe films is enhanced (Fig. 1).
These results imply an interface model for magnetic tunnel
junctions with asymmetric Fe-O/MgO/Mg-Fe layer stacking
that is different from the ideal symmetric heterostructure,
opening the path to a more accurate description and
engineering of spintronic devices based on MgO barriers.
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